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ABSTRACT
Information Retrieval (IR) methods have been recently employed

to provide automatic support for bug localization tasks. However,

for an IR-based bug localization tool to be useful, it has to achieve

adequate retrieval accuracy. Lower precision and recall can leave

developers with large amounts of incorrect information to wade

through. To address this issue, in this paper, we systematically inves-

tigate the impact of combining various IR methods on the retrieval

accuracy of bug localization engines. The main assumption is that

different IR methods, targeting different dimensions of similarity

between artifacts, can be used to enhance the confidence in each

others’ results. Five benchmark systems from different application

domains are used to conduct our analysis. The results show that a)
near-optimal global configurations can be determined for different

combinations of IR methods, b) optimized IR-hybrids can signifi-

cantly outperform individual methods as well as other unoptimized

methods, and c) hybrid methods achieve their best performance

when utilizing information-theoretic IR methods. Our findings can

be used to enhance the practicality of IR-based bug localization

tools and minimize the cognitive overload developers often face

when locating bugs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite the substantial resources being devoted to deliver high

quality software, software systems are still shipped with defects.

Whenever a bug is reported, developers go through their code

to find any code fragments related to the bug, a process that is

known as bug localization. However, when software systems get
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large, localizing bugs manually can become a tedious and error-

prone task [34, 43]. This problem can be particularly challenging in

open source environments, where projects can have multiple active

branches that are maintained by distributed developer teams [48].

To minimize this effort, contemporary bug localization tools employ

conventional Information Retrieval (IR) methods for automated

support. The main objective is to help developers narrow down

their search space when looking for buggy code artifacts [29, 38].

Generally speaking, IR methods match the textual description of

bugs, often expressed in natural language, with source code. The

underlying assumption is that code fragments that share some sort

of textual similarity with a bug’s description are likely to be related

to the bug [24, 37, 38].

IR-based bug localization methods are appealing for their low

computational cost and the fact that they can be independent of

the programming language [3, 21, 24, 27, 40, 54]. However, due to

their inherent sub-optimal accuracy, IR methods are still far from

achieving performance levels that are adequate for practical appli-

cations. Consequently, developers still have to vet the outcomes of

these tools in order to locate relevant code (true positives) and to

discard incorrect matches (false positives).

To improve the performance of existing IR-based bug localization

tools, researchers have considered combining various IR methods

into hybrid pairs [4, 15, 16, 45, 49]. The hybrid approach can be

analogous to consulting multiple experts with different types of

expertise. In particular, combining orthogonal IR methods, which

target different aspects of similarity between text artifacts, is ex-

pected to enhance the confidence in the retrieved results (preci-

sion) as well as help to retrieve links that are missed by individual

methods (recall). However, existing hybrid methods either treat

individual IR methods equally or rely on existing heuristics for as-

signing confidence levels to each individual IR method in the hybrid

combination [16, 45]. These tactics can limit the improvement in

the performance as different IR methods perform differently, thus,

should not be equally trusted.

To overcome these limitations, in this paper, we propose an

optimized approach for systematically combining individual IR-

methods into hybrid pairs. Our approach is calibrated based on

the performance of individual IR methods. To conduct our anal-

ysis, we experiment with four different IR methods that employ

different mechanisms for calculating the textual similarity between

textual artifacts [2, 7, 16, 20, 24, 30, 40, 45, 52, 54]. Specifically, our

set of IR methods consists of: Vector Space Model (VSM) [41] as a

representative of string matching methods, Latent Semantic Index-

ing (LSI) [11] as a representative of semantically-enabled methods,

Jensen-Shannon Model (JSM) [1] as a representative of probabilistic

methods, and Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [8] as a repre-

sentative of information-theoretic text retrieval methods.
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Our analysis in this paper is conducted using five benchmark

systems obtained from a broad range of application domains. Our

objectives are to a) determine the nature of impact that combin-

ing individual IR methods has on the retrieval accuracy during

bug localization tasks, b) approximate configuration settings that

can be used to optimize the performance of the hybrid methods,

c) compare the performance of optimized versus unoptimized IR-

hybrid methods, and d) study the impact of individual methods’

performance on the performance of their combinations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

a brief discussion of the different IR methods and hybrid approaches

investigated in our analysis. Section 3 describes our experimental

setup. Section 4 presents our results. Section 5 discusses our main

findings. Section 6 reviews seminal related work and positions our

work within existing literature. Section 7 discusses the potential

limitations of our study. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and

describes several directions of future work.

2 APPROACH AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this section, we introduce the various IR methods used in our

analysis, describe the hybrid approaches used for combining these

methods, and present our main research questions.

2.1 Information Retrieval Methods
A large number of IR methods have been employed to provide auto-

matic support for developers during bug localization sessions [2, 7,

16, 20, 24, 30, 40, 45, 52, 54]. In our analysis, we select four of these

methods that, a) have been consistently reported to achieve com-

petitive performance, and b) support relatively different similarity

functions. The following is a description of these methods.

2.1.1 Vector Space Model. VSM is an algebraic model that repre-

sents a text artifact as an unordered vector of words (also known

as a bag-of-words) [41]. Using VSM, a corpus (collection of text

documents) is converted into a term-document matrix. Each term

or word in the matrix represents a single term or word found in

the corpus and each column represents an individual document.

Each entry in the matrixwi , j carries a specific weight for the term

j in the document i. The weight of a term is typically measured

using its frequency - inverse document frequency (TF.IDF) [26].

TF.IDF is the product of the number of occurrence of the term in

the document (TF) and the term’s scarcity across all the documents

(IDF). Formally, TF.IDF can be computed as:

TF .IDF = f (w,d) × log

|D |

|di : w ∈ di ∧ di ∈ D |
(1)

where f(w,d) is the frequency of occurrences of the term w in the

document d, D is the total number of documents in the corpus,

andw ∈ d indicates the presence of the term w in the document d.
Similarity between two documents can be determined by calculating

the distance between their document vectors. Cosine distance is

widely used to measure the similarity between vectors.

2.1.2 Latent Semantic Indexing. LSI [11] is an IR method that is

used to identify the latent relationships between terms and concepts

contained in a text corpus. LSI draws on the assumption that there

is some underlying semantic structure that is partially concealed

by the variability of the contextual usage of words in a certain

corpus [12]. Formally, LSI starts by constructing a single term-

document matrix of sizem×n for the corpus, wherem is the number

of terms and n is the number of documents in the corpus. Singular

Value Decomposition (SVD) is then used to reduce this matrix to a

product of three matrices, expressing the term-document matrix in

the form:

A = U ΣVT
(2)

where A is the term-document matrix, U and V are anm × r and an
r × n orthogonal matrices respectively, and Σ is an r × r diagonal
matrix of the singular values of A. The key objective of LSI is to

reduce the dimensionality of the information retrieval problem.

This is achieved by deleting all but the k largest values on the

diagonal of Σ and the corresponding columns in the other two

matrices. The resulting truncated matrices are represented asUk ,
Σk , and Vk for U , Σ, and V respectively. This truncation process

generates a k-dimensional vector space. The vectors in this space

represent the documents in the corpus. The vector representation

for the query in this k-dimensional space can be calculated in the

same manner as:

v = qTUkΣ
−1
k (3)

where q is the TF-vector for the query. The similarity between

the query and a document in the collection can then be computed

by calculating the cosine distance between the query computed

vector v and the column vector representing the document in the

VT
k matrix.

2.1.3 Jensen-Shannon Model. Presented by Abadi et al. [1], JSM is

a probabilistic IR technique that represents each document d in the

corpus as a probabilistic distribution over its words. The probability

of each word in this distribution is calculated as:

pi =
f (wi ,d)

Td
(4)

where f (wi ,d) is the frequency of the wordwi in the document d ,
andTd is the total number of words ind . The similarity between any

two documents (q, d) can be estimated using the distance between

their probabilistic distributions p̂q and p̂q , calculated using the

Jensen-Shannon Divergence [9] as:

JSM(d,q) = 1 −

[
H (

p̂d + p̂q

2

) −
H (p̂d ) + H (p̂q )

2

]
(5)

where H is the entropy of the distribution p̂, given by:

H (p̂) =
n∑
j=1

p̂(x j ) · log2 p̂(x j ) (6)

where n is the length of p̂. JSM value can be in the range [0, 1],

where 1 indicates a perfect similarity. JSM has been used in software

traceability tasks and has been reported to outperform methods

such as VSM and LSI [1, 31].

2.1.4 PointwiseMutual Information. PMI is an information-theoretic

measure of information overlap, or statistical dependence, between

two words. PMI was introduced by Church and Hanks [8], and later

used by Turney [46] to identify synonym pairs using Web search

results. Formally, the PMI between two words w1 and w2 can be

measured as the probability of them occurring in the same text
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versus the probabilities of them occurring separately. Assuming

the corpus contains N artifacts, PMI can be calculated as:

PMI = log
2
(

C(w1,w2)
N

C(w1)
N

C(w2)
N

) = log
2
(
P(w1,w2)

P(w1)P(w2)
) (7)

where C(w1,w2) is the number of documents in the corpus con-

taining both w1 and w2, and C(w1) and C(w2) are the number of

documents containingw1 andw2 respectively. If the wordsw1 and

w2 are frequently associated, the probability of observingw1 and

w2 together will be larger than the chance of observing them inde-

pendently. This results in a PMI >> 1. On the other hand, if there

is no relation betweenw1 andw2, then the probability of observ-

ing w1 and w2 together will be much less than the probability of

observing them independently (i.e., PMI << 1).

PMI is symmetrical; the amount of information acquired about

w2 from observingw1 is equivalent to the amount of information

acquired aboutw1 when observingw2. The value of PMI can go from

−∞ to +∞, where −∞ indicates that the two words are not related,

or do not appear together in any of the corpus documents, and +∞

implies a complete co-occurrence between the words. The value of

PMI can be normalized to fit in the range [-1, 1] as follows [5]:

nPMI =
PMI

− log
2
(P(w1,w2))

=
log

2
(P(w1)P(w2))

log
2
(P(w1,w2))

− 1 (8)

To utilize PMI in text retrieval, a method such as Text Semantic

Similarity (TSS) can be used [28]. TSS is a text based and corpus

based measure that estimates semantic similarity between two texts

using the pairwise semantic similarity of their individual words. TSS

models the semantic similarity of texts as a function of the semantic

similarity of their words. In particular, TSS combines information

from word-to-word similarity and word specificity to calculate the

similarity between texts. Formally, the semantic similarity between

two texts T1 and T2 can be described as follows:

TSS =
1

2

(

∑|T1 |
i=1 (maxSim(wi ,T2) × IDF (wi ))∑

IDF (wi )

+

∑|T2 |
j=1 (maxSim(w j ,T1) × IDF (w j ))∑

IDF (w j )
)

(9)

wheremaxSim(wi ,T2) is the similarity score betweenwi from T1
and its most similar word in T2. Similarly,maxSim(w j ,T1) is the
similarity score between the wordw j from the text T2 and its most

similar word in T1. IDF (w) is the word’s specificity, calculated as

the number of artifacts in the corpus divided by the number of

artifacts that contain the wordw .

2.2 The Hybrid Approach
The basic idea behind the hybrid approach is that different IR meth-

ods use different expertise to localize bugs. In other words, each

method arrives at the conclusion, or the similarity judgment, be-

tween a bug report and code artifacts differently. For instance, VSM

uses simple word matching to calculate similarity. LSI, on the other

hand, calculates similarity between texts by comparing their under-

lying latent semantic structures (or topics). The hybrid approach

assumes that each individual IR method is an independent expert

on bug localization whose judgment determines the occurrence of

a bug in a code artifact. Therefore, combining experts’ forecasts

is expected to provide a forecast that is more certain than that of

each individual expert [18, 50]. This approach has been successfully

employed in tasks such as feature location [37] and traceability

link recovery [16]. In our analysis, we consider two types of hybrid

approaches: optimized and unoptimized.

2.2.1 Optimized IR-Hybrids. A hybrid approach of IR methods can

be obtained by combining the ranked lists generated by different

IR methods based on some sort of an optimization function [16].

Formally, let X be the set of source code files in the system, and

let Y be the list of bug reports. Let i and j be any two IR methods,

simi (x,y) is the similarity between the source code artifact x and

the bug report y as calculated by the IR method i , and λ is an opti-

mization variable which expresses the confidence in the judgment

of the method i . The combination of i and j can be established as

follows:

simi , j (x,y) = λ × simi (x,y) + (1 − λ) × simj (x,y) (10)

Eq. 10 assumes that the similarity scores generated by methods i
and j are in same range (e.g., [0-1]). If this is not the case, the scores

can be normalized as follows:

simi (x,y)normalized =
simi (x,y) − simi (X ,Y )

σ (simi (X ,Y ))
(11)

where simi (X ,Y ) is the mean of similarity scores between all the

source code artifacts and bug reports in the system andσ (simi (X ,Y ))
is the standard deviation of the similarity scores.

2.2.2 Unoptimized Hybrid Methods. This set of hybrid methods

do not apply any sort of optimization to combine the outcome of

different IR methods (i.e., individual IR methods are treated equally).

In our analysis, we consider two unoptimized methods that were

proven to enhance the performance of bug localization tools [45].

These methods can be described as follows:

• Borda Count: Borda Count [14] is a rank-only combination

approach which assigns scores to the retrieved links based

on their ranks in each IR method’s ranked list. Formally,

assuming a set of IR methods C . Each method ci ∈ C ranks

the link k at rank ri ,k . Let Mi be the number of links that

received a non-zero score by ci . Then, the Borda Count for k
in ci is calculated asMi − ri ,k . The total Borda Count for k
in the combination of the methods in C can be calculated as:

Borda(k) =

|C |∑
i=0

Mi − ri ,k (12)

After calculating the Borda scores for all retrieved links, the

rank of each link in the combined list is calculated based on

its total Borda Count.

• Score Addition: Score Addition is a score-based combina-

tion approach that sums up the scores assigned by each

individual IR methods to each retrieved link. Assuming a

set of IR methods C , where each methods ci ∈ C assigned a

score of si ,k to the link k . Then the Score Addition of k for

the combination of IR methods in C is calculated as:

ScoreAddition(k) =

|C |∑
i=0

si ,k (13)
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Table 1: The experimental systems used in our analysis.

System Bug Reports Source File
AspectJ [39] 318 6503

Eclipse [54] 3075 12300

JodaTime [39] 43 315

SWT [54] 98 484

ZXing [54] 20 391

2.3 Research Questions
The main objective of our empirical investigation is to compare the

performance of the λ-optimized IR-hybrids against the individual

IR methods as well as the unoptimized IR-hybrids (Borda Count and

Score Addition). To guide our analysis, we formulate the following

research questions:

• RQ1: Is there any global optimal λ that can be used for

combining IR methods in Eq.10?

• RQ2: How effective is the hybrid approach in comparison

to the individual IR methods?

• RQ3: How effective are the λ-optimized IR-hybrids in com-

parison to the unoptimized hybrids?

• RQ4: How does the performance of individual IR methods

affect the performance of their hybrid pairs?

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe our empirical investigation, including

the systems used in our analysis and the different performance

measures used to assess the accuracy of the proposed methods.

3.1 Experimental Systems
Five benchmark open source systems from two datasets are used

in our analysis. These systems, described in Table 1, were obtained

from the following sources:

• Zhou et al. [54]: This dataset includes bug reports from three

popular open source projects, SWT, ZXing, and Eclipse. Each
bug report in the dataset consists of the bug’s title, its de-

scription, and the list of files modified to fix the bug. This

dataset consists 98, 20, and 3075 bug reports for SWT, ZXing,
and Eclipse respectively.

• moreBugs [39]: This dataset includes bug reports from the

AspectJ and the JodaTime repositories. For each bug report,

the dataset includes the bug’s title, its description, and the

list of files modified to fix the bug. The dataset consists of

318 bug reports for AspectJ and 43 bug reports for JodaTime.

3.2 Evaluation Measures
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods, we use two

conventional IR evaluation measures that are commonly used in

the bug localization literature [17, 25, 40]. These measures can be

described as follows:

• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): Reciprocal rank (RR) is

the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first correct item

of a query. It measures how early a correct item appears in

a ranked list. This measure is used when the user is mainly

concerned with retrieving at least one correct item. For in-

stance, if the first relevant item occurs at rank n, then the

reciprocal rank is computed as
1

n [10]. MRR is the average

of the reciprocal ranks across all queries Q . This measure

can be calculated as follows:

MRR =
1

|Q |

|Q |∑
i=1

1

ranki
(14)

where ranki is the rank of the first relevant item for the

query Qi . MRR ranges between 0 and 1, where 1 represents

a perfect retrieval scenario (i.e., a correct item is positioned

at rank 1 for each query).

• Top NRank (TRN ): This measure returns the percentage of

queries that contains at least one relevant item in the first N

items of the retrieved list. Different values of N can be used,

in our analysis we use N = {1, 5, 10}. For example, a TR1=

50% indicates that 50% of the queries returned a correct item

as the top ranked item in the list (first hit).

MRR and TRN are effective indicators of the practicality of IR-

based bug localization tools. Specifically, there are typically very

few source code artifacts related to each reported bug. The ranking

of these correct artifacts is critical for the effectiveness of the IR-

method as identifying at least one buggy source file often makes it

easier for developers to find the rest [40]. In fact, previous research

reported that developers would perceive an automated debugging

tool as not-useful if it does not locate the root cause of a bug early

in the ranked list [2, 22, 33].

3.3 Implementation
We start our experimental analysis by indexing source code artifacts

in our systems. Indexing is the process of extracting the textual

component of code (code lexicon) embedded in identifier names

and internal code comments. In our analysis, a code file is treated as

a text file. The textual content of each file is extracted using string

manipulation [19]. Extracted code identifiers are split into their

constituent words using standard camel-casing (e.g., libraryEntry
is split to library and entry). During this process, programming

reserved words and English stop-words are filtered out (e.g., int,
the). These words are highly unlikely to provide any discriminative

information to the retrieval method. The stop-word list provided

by StanfordNLP is used in our analysis. The remaining terms are

stemmed to their morphological roots using Porter stemmer [36].

The outcome of the indexing process is a compact content descriptor

(unordered vector of terms) for each of our code artifacts. The code

in our experiment is indexed at a class granularity level (i.e., a code

artifact is basically a single class). In particular, since we are mainly

dealing with Object Oriented code, we assume that each file holds

a single class. Inner classes are considered to be a part of the main

class.

The BluebitMatrix Calculator, a high performancematrix algebra

for .NET programming, is used to implement LSI. We adopted a

brute-force search strategy to determine the optimal value of k for

each query [20]. Specifically, for each query in each of our systems,

we generated the LSI space for all k values in the set [50, 100, 150,

200, ..., 900]. The performance in terms of reciprocal rank (RR) was

then measured for each query at each k value. The k value which
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produced the highest RR was used. In AspectJ, SWT, and ZXing,
the majority of queries achieved their highest RR values at k=50.
In Eclipse, k=100 achieved the highest RR for the majority of the

queries. In JodaTime, the best RR was achieved at k=300.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we examine the performance of the various IR

methods proposed earlier, analyze and compare the performance

of the hybrid methods, and describe the λ optimization process.

4.1 Individual Methods Performance
We start our analysis by examining the performance of individual

IR methods. Specifically, each method is used to retrieve the code

artifacts relevant to each bug report in each of our benchmark

systems. Table 2 shows the TR1, TR5, TR10, and MRR values for

each IR method averaged over each system.

The results show that, on average, PMI outperforms VSM, JSM,

and LSI, in terms of MRR, TR5, and TR10. In general, PMI works

better in larger systems, while JSM seems to be working better for

smaller systems. This can be explained based on the fact that PMI

favors larger files over smaller ones. In other words, larger files

tend to be given a higher similarity score, thus appear higher in

the retrieved list. This gives PMI a clear advantage over other IR

methods as larger source code files tend to be more defect-prone.

Zhang et al. [53] reported that only a small number of largest

source files in software systems accounts for a large proportion of

the defects. Similar observations were made by Ostrand et al [32]

who reported that 20% of the largest files contained 70% of bugs.

We applied Wilcoxon rank sum test to examine the differences

in the performance of individual IR methods in terms of MRR.

Specifically, we compared the RR values for each query in each

system achieved by PMI against the RR values achieved by other

methods (VSM, LSI, and JSM). Statistical significance was measured

at p ≤ 0.05. Table 3 report the results of our statistical analysis. The

results show that PMI significantly outperformed other methods

in three out of five systems used in our analysis. More specifically,

in Eclipse, AspectJ, and SWT, PMI managed to achieve statistically

significant improvement over other methods. In JodaTime, JSM

managed to achieve the best results. However, the improvement

over PMI was insignificant. A similar behavior was observed in

ZXing; other methods outperformed PMI, with JSM achieving the

best results. However, the differences in MRR were insignificant.

4.2 Optimized Hybrids vs. Individual Methods
A main question when combining two IR methods using the opti-

mized approach is to determine the λ value that can maximize the

retrieval accuracy of the hybrid pair. In the literature, such value is

often chosen to be 0.5, in other words, the same confidence level is

assigned for both methods i and j in Eq. 10 [16, 18]. However, our

analysis of individual methods’ performances revealed that different

methods performed differently; thus they cannot be treated equally,

instead, they should be assigned confidence levels according to their

individual performance. To determine such values, we followed an

exhaustive search approach. In particular, for each combination

of methods, we measured the performance in terms of MRR at

different λ values with a 0.1 step size (i.e., λ = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 1).

Table 2: The performance of the individual IR methods in
terms of TR1, TR5, TR10, and MRR

System Method TR1(%) TR5(%) TR10(%) MRR

AspectJ

VSM 5.66 16.04 22.64 0.12

LSI 7.55 14.78 22.01 0.12

JSM 7.55 18.55 23.90 0.13

PMI 15.72 35.22 45.28 0.25

Eclipse

VSM 8.85 21.53 29.27 0.16

LSI 18.34 33.92 42.47 0.26

JSM 14.24 29.98 38.76 0.22

PMI 17.59 40.36 51.67 0.29

JodaTime

VSM 20.93 51.16 67.44 0.35

LSI 37.21 53.49 62.79 0.45

JSM 37.21 58.14 72.09 0.47

PMI 18.60 62.79 83.72 0.40

SWT

VSM 11.22 34.69 46.94 0.23

LSI 8.16 19.39 24.49 0.14

JSM 11.22 29.59 43.88 0.22

PMI 27.55 68.37 81.63 0.44

ZXing

VSM 30.00 40.00 55.00 0.37

LSI 30.00 45.00 45.00 0.38

JSM 35.00 55.00 65.00 0.44

PMI 25.00 45.00 55.00 0.34

Table 3: Comparing methods performance against PMI in
terms of MRR using Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test

PMI-VMS PMI-LSI PMI-JSM

AspectJ p < 0.00, Z =-9.89 p < 0.00, Z=-8.41 p < 0.00, Z=-9.08

Eclipse p < 0.00, Z=-26.55 p < 0.00, Z=-7.08 p < 0.00, Z=-15.28

JodaTime p = 0.39, Z=-0.87 p = 0.75, Z=-0.32 p = 0.54, Z=-0.611

SWT p < 0.00, Z=-4.64 p < 0.00, Z=-6.15 p < 0.00, Z=-5.08

Zxing p = 0.96, Z=-0.05 p = 0.88, Z=-0.15 p = 0.27, Z=-1.108

Values of λ that maximized the performance for each hybrid pair

of methods over each system were then averaged. For example,

Fig. 1 shows the performance (MRR) of VSM when combined with

other methods at different λ values over the system JodaTime. The
solid horizontal line in the chart shows the performance of VSM

before being combined with any other method. Other lines show

the performance of VSM, in terms of MRR, when combined with

other methods using different values of λ.
The optimal average values of λ for each method pair is shown

in Table 4. For instance, the table shows that, when combining VSM

and LSI, both methods can be assigned an equal λ value. In other

words, both methods can be trusted equally. However, if VSM is

to be combined with PMI, then VSM should be assigned a lower

confidence (λ = 0.2) while PMI is assigned a higher confidence (1 - λ
= 0.8). In general, our results show that PMI is to be trusted the most,

followed by JSM, LSI, and finally VSM. These results are aligned

with our individual methods’ analysis results. In particular, PMI

achieved the best performance individually, followed by JSM, LSI

and finally VSM. These results answers our first research question

(RQ1). In general, there is no global optimal λ value that works

for all combinations of the IR methods. The value of λ should vary

depending on the performance of the methods to be combined.
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Figure 1: Optimizing λ for VSM in JodaTime.

Table 4: Average near-optimal values of λ of the hybridmeth-
ods across all experimental systems (Optimized for best
MRR).

VSM LSI JSM PMI
VSM - 0.5 0.3 0.2

LSI 0.5 - 0.3 0.2

JSM 0.7 0.7 - 0.5

PMI 0.8 0.8 0.5 -

To answer our second research question (RQ2), we generate the
set of ranked lists for each system using all combinations of the

IR methods given the λ values identified earlier. The results are

shown in Table 5. The table shows the percentage change (potential

loss or gain) in MRR. Specifically, assuming method i achieves a
value of Pi for a certain performance measure, and the value Pi , j
for the same measure after being combined with method j, then
the percentage change in the performance is calculated as follows:

Pi j − Pi

Pi
× 100% (15)

For example, in Table 5, the first row shows the percentage change in

the values of MRR for VSM when combined with LSI, JSM, and PMI

over the AspectJ project (VSM is method i in Eq. 10). The row in the

table shows that the MRR for the VSM-LSI pair increased by 20.17%

when compared to the MRR achieved by VSM alone. To detect

statistical significance in the loss/gain results, we used Wilcoxon

signed-rank test. The results in Table 6 and Table 7 show that, except

for few cases, all methods experienced significant improvement in

their MRR when combined with other methods using the optimized

approach. Similarly, most optimized hybrid methods experienced

significant improvement in their TR10 scores. These results answer

RQ2.

4.3 Optimized vs. Unoptimized Methods
To answer our third research question (RQ3), we compare the per-

formance of the λ-optimized methods to Score Addition and Borda

Count. Performance is measured using TR1, TR5, and TR10. These

measures are more sensitive for detecting critical improvements in

terms of the ranking of true positives between the different meth-

ods. The results of our analysis are shown in Table 8. On average,

Table 5: The performance gain (%MRR) of the hybrid meth-
ods in comparison to the individual IR methods.

Method System VSM LSI JSM PMI

VSM

AspectJ - 20.17 27.04 104.80

Eclipse - 58.35 35.32 85.74

Joda - 38.83 28.72 40.27

SWT - -3.47 17.32 114.53

ZXing - 28.56 19.88 -1.70

Average - 28.49 25.66 68.737

LSI

AspectJ 13.46 - 16.67 115.99

Eclipse -6.42 - 3.29 38.09

Joda 8.79 - 25.06 31.70

SWT 56.79 - 43.66 212.39

ZXing 24.21 - 19.53 26.07

Average 19.36 - 21.64 84.85

JSM

AspectJ 13.75 10.69 - 74.55

Eclipse -5.58 21.96 - 37.24

Joda -4.23 18.74 - 28.18

SWT 27.96 -3.53 - 109.01

ZXing 1.08 4.31 - -6.11

Average 6.60 10.43 - 48.58

PMI

AspectJ -6.75 4.91 -11.24 -

Eclipse 0.69 26.71 6.68 -

Joda 24.09 48.69 52.42 -

SWT 15.28 3.35 2.97 -

ZXing 5.96 40.66 20.04 -

Average 7.85 24.86 14.18 -

the optimized approach managed to outperform the other unop-

timized methods that treat all individual IR methods equally. To

test for statistical significance, we used the McNemar’s test [13].

This test uses a categorical explanatory variable to show if paired

observations in two groups differ significantly in terms of the de-

pendent variable. Due to space limitations, we only show the results

in terms of TR10 in Table 9. The table shows that the improvement

of λ-optimized method over Addition Score and Broda Count is

significant in most cases, particularly for the PMI-VSM and PMI-

LSI pairs. This observation can be attributed to the fact that the

proposed λ-optimized method assigned more confidence to PMI,

a high performing method, over VSM or LSI, a comparatively low

performing methods. Additionally, it can be observed that the per-

formance improvement is significant for Eclipse where there is a
larger number of bugs to experiment with compared to the other

four systems used in our experiment.

5 DISCUSSION
Our analysis has revealed that, on average, when two methods i and
j are combined using Eq.10, the generated hybrid list is often higher

in quality in comparison to the lists generated by each method

individually. However, the performance gain of the hybrid pair

tends to be influenced by the individual performance of i and j.
Specifically, the performance gain is:

• Directly proportional to the number of unique relevant arti-

facts retrieved by method j, and
• Inversely proportional to the number of relevant files re-

trieved by method i.
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Table 6: Comparing performance of the hybrid and individual methods in terms of MRR using Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.

System
VSM LSI JSM PMI

LSI JSM PMI VSM JSM PMI VSM LSI PMI VSM LSI JSM

AspectJ

p = 0.89

Z = -0.14

↑
p = 0.08

Z = -1.74

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -12.20

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -6.63

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -5.06

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -12.38

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -5.47

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.30

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -12.46

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.93

↓
p = 0.29

Z = -1.05

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -4.16

↓

Eclipse

p < 0.01

Z = -31.14

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -23.15

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -34.61

↑
p = 0.74

Z = -0.33

↓
p < 0.01

Z = -8.73

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -23.79

↑
p = 0.83

Z = -0.21

↓
p < 0.01

Z = -21.50

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -28.10

↑
p = 0.84

Z = -0.20

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -19.31

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -4.41

↑

JodaTime

p = 0.09

Z = -1.70

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -3.55

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.20

↑
p = 0.13

Z = -1.53

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.90

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.62

↑
p = 0.95

Z = -0.06

↓
p = 0.21

Z = -1.26

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.78

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.22

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -3.45

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -3.53

↑

SWT

p < 0.01

Z = -2.71

↓
p < 0.05

Z = -2.16

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -6.62

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -7.17

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -6.60

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -7.55

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -4.47

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.09

↓
p < 0.01

Z = -7.13

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.09

↑
p = 0.91

Z = -0.12

↑
p = 0.80

Z = -0.26

↑

ZXing

p = 0.59

Z = -0.53

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -1.98

↑
p = 0.83

Z = -0.21

↓
p < 0.01

Z = -2.97

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.76

↑
p = 0.15

Z = -1.45

↑
p = 0.37

Z = -0.90

↑
p = 0.39

Z = -0.86

↑
p = 0.69

Z = -0.40

↓
p < 0.05

Z = -2.13

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.24

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.14

↑

Table 7: Comparing performance of hybrid and individual methods in terms of TR10 using Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.

System
VSM LSI JSM PMI

LSI JSM PMI VSM JSM PMI VSM LSI PMI VSM LSI JSM

AspectJ

p = 0.35

Z = -0.94

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.98

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -7.24

↑
p = 0.22

Z = -1.23

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.33

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -7.48

↑
p = 0.06

Z = -1.88

↑
p = 0.12

Z = -1.57

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -6.35

↑
p = 0.06

Z = -1.92

↓
p = 0.50

Z = -0.67

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -3.27

↓

Eclipse

p < 0.01

Z = -18.26

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -13.06

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -24.76

↑
p = 0.70

Z = -0.38

↓
p < 0.01

Z = -5.61

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -20.32

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.10

↓
p < 0.01

Z = -10.34

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -19.07

↑
p = 0.91

Z = -0.12

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -12.06

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.93

↑

JodaTime

p = 1.00

Z = 0.00

↑
p = 0.32

Z = -1.00

↑
p = 0.06

Z = -1.90

↑
p = 0.16

Z = -1.41

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.24

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -2.89

↑
p = 0.66

Z = -0.45

↓
p = 0.56

Z = -0.58

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.53

↑
p = 0.66

Z = -0.45

↑
p = 0.66

Z = -0.45

↑
p = 0.18

Z = -1.34

↑

SWT

p < 0.05

Z = -2.36

↓
p < 0.05

Z = -2.14

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -5.75

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -3.21

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -3.61

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -7.62

↑
p < 0.01

Z = -3.05

↑
p = 0.20

Z = -1.28

↓
p < 0.01

Z = -6.25

↑
p = 0.66

Z = -0.45

↑
p = 0.21

Z = -1.27

↑
p = 0.53

Z = -0.63

↑

ZXing

p = 0.32

Z = -1.00

↑
p = 0.16

Z = -1.41

↑
p = 0.56

Z = -0.58

↓
p = 0.32

Z = -1.00

↑
p = 0.08

Z = -1.73

↑
p < 0.05

Z = -2.00

↑
p = 1.00

Z = 0.00

↑
p = 0.32

Z = -1.00

↑
p = 1.00

Z = 0.00

↓
p = 0.32

Z = -1.00

↑
p = 0.16

Z = -1.41

↑
p = 0.16

Z = -1.41

↑

The direct proportionality can be explained based on the fact

that, when two methods retrieve two different sets of artifacts, the

hybrid combination has a higher chance of including more relevant

artifacts. As a result, we see an increase in the performance. Also, if

theMRR and the TR10 of j are higher compared to i, the combination

method is more likely to have a higher MRR and a higher TR10

compared to i. The second relation, inverse proportionality, can

be explained based on the fact that, if i has already retrieved most

of the relevant artifacts, the chances of j contributing any new

relevant artifacts are relatively low. In fact, the combination may

result in a loss of some of the relevant artifacts that i retrieved but j
did not. As a result, we may see a decline in the overall performance

of i in terms of MRR and TR10.

To get better insights into these observations, we examine the

number of unique links generated by each method. To explain this

analysis, consider three different retrieval methods α , β , and γ .
Assuming these methods were used to retrieve the code artifacts

related to a specific bug report and retrieved the relevant files

{a,b, c,d, e, f ,д,h} as shown in Fig. 2. The overlapping areas show

the relevant files that were retrieved by multiple methods. In our

example, α retrieved {a,b, c,d, e}. β and γ retrieved {d, f ,д,h} and
{e, f } respectively. Given these results, α managed to retrieve 3

unique relevant artifacts {a,b, c} that both β and γ failed to retrieve.

α retrieved 4 unique artifacts compared to β and 4 unique artifacts

compared γ . β retrieved 3 unique artifacts {d,д,h} compared to γ
and 3 unique artifacts { f ,д,h} compared to α . On the other hand, γ

retrieved a unique artifact { f } compared to α and a unique artifact

{e} compared to β . Similar to this example, we repeat this analysis

over all of our investigated IRmethods. Specifically, we calculate the

unique number of artifacts each method retrieved in comparison to

each other method and the number of artifacts that each IR method

uniquely captured in all systems. The results are shown Table 10. In

general, PMI retrieved the largest and most unique set of artifacts,

therefore, was assigned a larger λ than other methods.

In summary, to answer RQ4, although in most cases the perfor-

mance of the hybrid methods have increased by at least a small

amount in comparison to the performance of the individual meth-

ods, more performance improvement is obtained when the methods

being combined returned different sets of relevant code artifacts

and also achieved comparable performances individually. However,

combining methods which returned a similar set of relevant arti-

facts did not necessarily enhance the performance. Also, combining

a high performing method with a very low performing method may

negatively impact the performance of the high performing method,

thus, impacting the overall performance of the hybrid pair. Finally,

to summarize our findings, we revisit our research questions:

• RQ1: Is there any global optimal λ that can be used for
combining IR methods in Eq.10? Different hybrid meth-

ods require different λ values. This value depends on the

individual performance of the combined methods. Specifi-

cally, methods that are more effective individually should be

assigned higher confidence levels. Our analysis also revealed
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Table 8: TR1, TR5, and TR10 for Score Addition, Borda Count, and the λ-optimized approach for all combinations of IR-methods
used in our experiment.

Method System AdditionScore Borda Count λ-optimized
TR1 TR5 TR10 TR1 TR5 TR10 TR1 TR5 TR10

PMI-VSM

SWT 19.39 45.92 71.43 26.53 61.22 78.57 30.61 68.37 84.69

ZXing 30.00 60.00 65.00 20.00 55.00 60.00 25.00 60.00 60.00

Joda 25.58 55.81 74.42 30.23 67.44 79.07 37.21 62.79 79.07

AspectJ 8.81 21.38 29.25 12.26 27.67 38.05 12.58 28.93 38.05

Eclipse 11.15 26.96 36.29 13.85 31.90 44.85 15.54 37.14 48.33

Average 18.99 42.02 55.28 20.58 48.65 60.11 24.19 51.45 62.03

PMI-LSI

SWT .00 16.33 44.90 2.04 14.29 24.49 23.47 57.14 80.61

ZXing 40.00 50.00 65.00 30.00 55.00 60.00 35.00 60.00 65.00

Joda 51.16 69.77 79.07 46.51 72.09 86.05 44.19 79.07 86.05

AspectJ 11.01 23.58 33.96 15.09 27.36 37.42 17.30 34.59 43.71

Eclipse 22.63 44.16 52.62 24.23 45.04 56.65 24.65 50.21 60.29

Average 24.96 40.77 55.11 23.57 42.76 52.92 28.92 56.20 67.13

PMI-JSM

SWT 20.41 57.14 71.43 23.47 55.10 72.45 20.41 57.14 71.43

ZXing 30.00 65.00 65.00 25.00 60.00 60.00 30.00 65.00 65.00

Joda 44.19 76.74 93.02 37.21 79.07 86.05 44.19 76.74 93.02

AspectJ 12.58 25.79 33.33 12.89 25.16 34.91 12.58 25.79 33.33

Eclipse 18.89 38.41 49.66 17.27 36.29 47.64 18.89 38.41 49.66

Average 25.21 52.62 62.49 23.17 51.12 60.21 25.21 52.62 62.49

VSM-LSI

SWT 7.14 19.39 25.51 1.02 4.08 9.18 7.14 19.39 25.51

ZXing 40.00 50.00 55.00 40.00 50.00 55.00 40.00 50.00 55.00

Joda 27.91 58.14 67.44 34.88 55.81 69.77 27.91 58.14 67.44

AspectJ 7.86 17.30 24.53 6.92 16.04 23.58 7.86 17.30 24.53

Eclipse 13.79 30.70 39.28 15.02 30.60 40.91 13.79 30.70 39.28

Average 19.34 35.10 42.35 19.57 31.31 39.69 19.34 35.10 42.35

VSM-JSM

SWT 16.33 36.73 53.06 13.27 31.63 53.06 15.31 35.71 55.10

ZXing 35.00 50.00 65.00 30.00 50.00 65.00 35.00 50.00 65.00

Joda 30.23 55.81 72.09 23.26 60.47 69.77 32.56 62.79 74.42

AspectJ 8.81 17.92 26.10 7.86 18.24 26.42 8.81 18.55 26.73

Eclipse 11.71 26.02 34.99 11.28 25.59 35.84 13.01 28.75 37.59

Average 20.41 37.30 50.25 17.13 37.19 50.02 20.94 39.16 51.77

LSI-JSM

SWT 2.04 11.22 23.47 1.02 7.14 11.22 3.06 22.45 32.65

ZXing 40.00 45.00 50.00 35.00 50.00 65.00 40.00 50.00 65.00

Joda 48.84 65.12 69.77 32.56 65.12 74.42 41.86 67.44 76.74

AspectJ 8.81 18.55 26.42 10.06 17.92 24.21 8.81 19.18 25.47

Eclipse 17.92 37.79 45.59 17.95 35.48 45.24 17.46 36.36 45.27

Average 23.52 35.54 43.05 19.32 35.13 44.02 22.24 39.09 49.03

Table 9: Comparing performance of the λ-optimized method to Addition Score and Borda Count in terms of TR10 using McNe-
mar’s Test (bold indicates significant improvement).

System
Score Addition Borda Count

PMI VSM LSI PMI VSM LSI
VSM LSI JSM LSI JSM JSM VSM LSI JSM LSI JSM JSM

SWT p < 0.05 p < 0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 0.73 p < 0.05 0.22 p < 0.05
ZXing 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

JodaTime 0.25 0.22 1.00 1.00 0.25 1.00 0.63 0.38 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

AspectJ p < 0.05 p < 0.05 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.77 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 0.79 p < 0.05 1.00 p < 0.05
Eclipse p < 0.05 p < 0.05 1.00 1.00 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 0.87 p < 0.05 p < 0.05

that an average near optimal λ can be calculated for each

hybrid pair as shown in Table 4.

• RQ2: How effective is the hybrid approach in compar-
ison to the individual IR methods? Almost all methods

experienced a significant improvement in performance when

combined with other methods using the optimized hybrid

approach. This gain was more obvious in larger systems

where the number and size of code artifacts were larger, thus

resulting in a better performance for a method such as PMI.
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Figure 2: Example: An illustration of the calculation of the
number of unique artifacts retrieved by three IR methods α ,
β , and γ .

Table 10: Each row shows the number of unique relevant ar-
tifacts (true positives) retrieved by each IR method in com-
parison to the other methods. The diagonal shows the num-
ber of relevant artifacts unique to the method (were not re-
trieved by any other method).

VSM LSI JSM PMI

VSM 93 395 351 794

LSI 794 285 549 679

JSM 855 654 191 550

PMI 1585 1507 1273 1017

• RQ3: How effective are the λ-optimized IR-hybrids in
comparison to the unoptimized hybrids? If optimized

correctly, hybrid methods can outperform unoptimized hy-

brid methods. Specifically, different individual IR methods

perform differently; therefore, treating thesemethods equally

in the hybrid combination can limit the level of potential

enhancement, or even worse, lead to a decline in the perfor-

mance.

• RQ4: Howdoes the performance of individual IRmeth-
ods affect the performance of their hybrid pairs? The
performance of hybrid methods depends on the performance

of their individual methods. Methods that retrieve more

unique links individually (e.g., PMI) bring in more value

to the hybrid pair, thus should be assigned higher confidence

levels.

6 RELATEDWORK AND NOVELTY
In this section, we review seminal work related to our work in this

paper and we position our work within existing literature.

6.1 Related Work
The closest work to our analysis in this paper can be found in

Thomas et al. [45]. The authors investigated the impact of a large

space of IR configurations (e.g., code pre-processing, similarity met-

rics, and term weights) on the accuracy of IR-based bug localization

methods. The authors reported that different parameter settings

had considerable impacts on the accuracy of IR methods. The results

also suggested that combining multiple IR methods, using Borda

Count and Score Addition, improved the performance in all cases.

Binkley et al. [4] investigated the impact of using Learning to

Rank (LtR) in IR-based software maintenance tasks. LtR is machine

learning technique developed to learn how to better rank the doc-

uments retrieved using IR methods. Such technique can learn to

optimize the weights of different IR features for a better accuracy.

Such features included different search configurations such as keep-

ing/removing source words, variations in splitting source code

terms, and using different IR methods (VSM, LSI, and the Query

LikelihoodModels [35]). Evaluating LtR over two common software

maintenance tasks (feature location and traceability) showed that

that LtR enabled statistically significant improvements in multiple

performance indicators over several baseline methods.

Wang and Lo [49] examined the performance of various VSM

variants in bug localization tasks. The authors proposed a Genetic

algorithm (GA) based approach to explore the space of possible

compositions of different TF.IDF weighting schemes to generate

a near-optimal composite model of VSM. The proposed approach

was evaluated against several baselines using thousands of bug

reports from AspectJ, Eclipse, and SWT. The results showed that

the proposed approach improved the hit rate at 5 (TR5) and MRR

over multiple systems.

Gethers et al. [16] used the λ-optimized approach to combine

orthogonal IR techniques, which have been statistically shown to

produce dissimilar results, to enhance the performance in IR-based

requirements traceability tasks. The authors experimented with

combining VSM, JMS, and Relational Topic Modeling (RTM) [6].

An empirical evaluation conducted on six software systems showed

that the integrated method outperformed stand-alone IR methods

as well as any other combination of non-orthogonal methods with

statistically significant margins.

6.2 Novelty and Impact
Our review of seminal related work shows that existing work is

mainly focused on investigating the performance of various IR

methods in matching bug reports with their related buggy code

artifacts (e.g. [20, 24, 38]). Other lines of research include the design,

development, and evaluation of IR-based bug localization tools

(e.g. [30, 40, 54]), enhancing the performance of existing IR-based

bug localization methods (e.g. [4, 7, 16, 29, 45, 49, 52]), or proposing

more valid measures to assess the effectiveness of these methods

(e.g. [2, 22]). Our work in this paper builds upon existing work to

propose a more effective solution for the problem. In particular, our

work advances the state-of-the-art as follows:

• We provide further evidence that combining multiple IR

methods can enhance the performance of IR-based bug lo-

calization tools. However, our analysis shows that relying
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on unoptimized techniques can limit the performance of hy-

brid methods. Furthermore, we advance previous work [16]

by empirically determining near-optimal configurations for

specific combinations of methods. Such configurations can

be used as reference points for developers attempting to

get the best out of their IR-based retrieval engines. More

accurate retrieval can help to reduce the cognitive effort

required to localize bugs in large and complex software sys-

tems. This can be particularly important in Open Source

environments, such as GitHub or SourceForge. In such envi-

ronments, projects are maintained by distributed teams of

contributors who often work on multiple active releases of

the project. This search space of code, change reports, and

commits, has to be initially reduced in order to minimize the

information overload and help developers, especially new-

comers, to find tasks that match their skill set. In fact, the

ability to find bugs that are of interest has been identified as

a main problem facing OSS developers [44].

• Our approach minimizes the number of configurations (a

single λ knob) that developers need to work with in order to

reach acceptable performance levels. Using other retrieval

configurations (e.g., text pre-processing) can lead to overly

complicated models (e.g., Thomas et al. identified around

3,172 configurations [45]). Furthermore, our proposed ap-

proach is unsupervised. Unlike the Machine Learning (ML)

techniques proposed in [4, 49], no training of any sort is

required to achieve a significant enhancement in perfor-

mance. This gives our approach a practicality advantage

over ML-based techniques especially that such techniques

are frequently associated with hidden technical debt [42].

• Our findings highlight the value of the semantic charac-

teristics of words (e.g., meaningful domain specific words)

over their syntactic characteristics. Semantically fit words

give the code its linguistic identity. IR methods such as PMI

exploit this identity to establish connections between bug

reports and fragments of source code. However, recent evi-

dence revealed that most software systems exhibit a signifi-

cant amount of linguistic change during their lifetime [47].

Therefore, maintaining the accuracy of IR methods require

preserving the linguistic fitness of the system by constantly

refactoring linguistic anomalies during code reviews.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY
The analysis presented in this paper has several limitations that

might affect the validity of the results [51]. A potential threat to

the proposed study’s internal validity is the class-granularity level

adopted in our analysis. In particular, different granularity levels

might considerably change the behavior of IR methods. However,

since we are dealing with Object Oriented systems, each class sup-

posedly encapsulates one functionality, thus can be treated as a

separate artifact. An internal validity argument could be made

about using a brute-force strategy to calibrate methods such as LSI

and determine λ in Eq. 3. Other calibration strategies (e.g., Genetic

algorithms) might provide a more efficient solution to the prob-

lem [23]. Such strategies become especially useful when dealing

with a large number of features that make a brute-force solution

infeasible.

Threats to external validity are conditions that limit the ability

to generalize the results of the experiment [51]. In particular, the

results of our experiment might not generalize beyond the specific

experimental settings used in this paper. A potential threat to our

external validity stems from the subject systems used in our analysis.

Specifically, our calibration was carried out over only five systems.

Therefore, further experimentation over more, and perhaps larger,

datasets is necessary to ensure the generalizability of our optimized

λ values.

Construct validity is the degree to which the various perfor-

mance measures accurately capture the concepts they purport to

measure [51]. In our experiment, there were minimal threats to

construct validity as standard performance measures (MRR and

TRn), which are commonly used in bug localization research, were

used to assess the performance of our investigated methods. We

believe that these measures sufficiently captured and quantified the

different aspects of performance we were interested in.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we investigated the impact of combining different IR

methods on the accuracy of static bug localization techniques. Our

set of IR methods consisted of VSM, LSI, JSM, and PMI combined

into hybrid pairs using a λ-optimized method and two unoptimized

methods, Borda Count and Score Addition. Five benchmark sys-

tems from different application domains were used to conduct our

analysis. The performance of the different investigated IR methods

was measured using performance indicators that are commonly

used in IR-based bug localization research.

Our results showed that combining different methods almost

always resulted in improvement over all performance indicators.

However, the amount of improvement was highly dependent on the

performance of individual IR methods. The results also showed that

near optimal confidence levels can be determined for each hybrid

pair of IR methods. Specifically, methods that retrieve more unique

relevant artifacts individually should be assigned more confidence

when combined with their less effective counterparts, otherwise,

treating the combined IR methods equally can limit any potential

improvement in performance.

In our future work, we will build automated solution to help

calibrate IR methods in the context of large-scale distributed OSS

environments. Our goal is to be able to automatically determine

which IR methods, or combinations of methods, work best for dif-

ferent types of software systems or code retrieval tasks, and how

much confidence should be assigned to each method. Furthermore,

a working tool that implements our main findings in this paper

will be developed. Such tool will enable us to conduct long term

usability studies to gain a better understanding of our methods’

scalability, usability, and scope of applicability.
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